
 
 

 
 
JOB TITLE Nurse Liaison Officer 
 
DATE               14/12/18 
 
REPORTS TO Operations Manager 
 
KEY RELATIONSHIPS    Management team, Clinical Assistants and Administration team 
 
 
 
POSITION DESCRIPTION 

Position purpose  Aged Care GP is a mobile medical Practice providing exceptional,          
holistic and personalised medical care to older people living in          
residential aged care facilities throughout Melbourne. We believe        
ACF’s get a raw deal; they don't get the time, attention and regular             
visits they deserve and need. Aged Care GP support new          
innovation and thinking, The purpose of the Nurse Liaison Officer          
is to assist with the Triage of calls from our partner Aged Care             
Facilities to provide recommendations and help callers make        
informed healthcare decisions and provide administrative      
assistance to our nursing and GP team. The role will suit an            
AHPRA RN or EN with experience in triaging patients in clinical or            
telephonic based role. The role is predominantly an office based          
Telephone focused role so it is important to be able to work as part              
of a multidisciplinary team and have good computer and verbal          
communication skills to interact with internal and external        
stakeholders. 

 
The role will include a traveling across Aged Care Facilities as           
required 
 
Core objectives include:  
Develop and implement a nurse telephone triage system  
Provide triage training and support to the administration team 
Triage patient conditions in a clinically appropriate and timely         
manner and review conditions 
Liaise with nursing team to implement safe, effective care plans          
and CMA’s 
Review medical reports and provide clinical advice for treatment 
Escalate concerns to regular GP or clinical Director 
Manage referrals 
Follow up queries and provide accurate documentation 
Scheduling flu clinics with our aged care facilities  
Oversee the cold chain management process and ordering of         
vaccines  
Oversee ordering of clinical supplies 
Oversee servicing and maintenance of equipment  
Lead Daily nurse huddle and monthly team meeting  
Implement professional development cycle and feedback      
mechanisms for nursing team  
Provide clinical assistance relief as required  
Participate in accreditation activities  
Work in collaboration with Operations manager to improve and         
streamline process improvements  
Practice within scope of guidelines and limitations  
The above list is not exhaustive and the role may change to meet             
the overall objectives of the company. 
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Required qualities Professional approach 
Ability to work under pressure 
Organisational and time management skills 
Excellent attention to detail 

Desired competencies Analytical thinking 
Initiative 
Tenacity 
Strategic thinking 
Positive approach to change 

PERSON SPECIFICATION 

Qualifications/Experience         Bachelors of Nursing or diploma in Nursing 

       Current AHPRA registration 

       Current CPR certificate 
       Current Police Check 
       Current Professional indemnity insurance 
       Right to work in Australia 

Maintain own records of Continuing Professional      
development (CPD) as per AHPRA requirements 

Exceptional communication and interpersonal skills 

A self-motivated and solutions oriented approach 

Open to continuous development and always keen to learn 
and improve.  

Be energetic, adaptable, resilient and uphold our values 

ACGP Values WE PLAY: Have fun as a team, be imaginative, be quirky           
and inspire, take controlled risks & we have each other’s          
back 
GOOD COMPANY: We hear and understand the needs of         
others, we share our own needs and we do what is ethical            
and fair. 
DO THE RIGHT THINGS: We look at the data and work to            
establish the facts, we aim for consensus and we keep our           
promises 
TAKE RESPONSIBILITY: We won’t always get it right but         
take ownership for it, we are part of the solution not the            
problem 
WEAR OUR HEART ON OUR SLEEVE: We are open, we          
care, we are honest and genuine and we are willing to ask            
any question and willing to answer any question 
 

Other Intermediate - Advanced working knowledge of Google       
Software and apps (Salesforce, Best Practice etc) 
Be prepared to travel and have own vehicle (essential) 

 
This job description serves to illustrate the scope and responsibilities of the post and is not                
intended to be an exhaustive list of duties. You will be expected to perform other job-related tasks                 
requested by management and as necessitated by the development of this role and the development               
of the business. 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 
 
I certify that I have read, understood and accept the duties, responsibilities and obligations of my position. 
SIGNED BY YOU 
 
......................................................... 
Employee 

  
 
 
............................................. 
Date 
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SIGNED BY MANAGEMENT 
 
......................................................... 
Manager 
 

  
 
 
............................................. 
Date 
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